
Gentlemen ,  

 

Please find a detailed description of the TradingMotion platform attached herein. Attain is in the process 

of signing agreements with various FCMs and IBs to white label this platform for their websites, and 

desires to have the NFA fully aware of how the platform operates, who the players are, and how the 

order flow and money flow works.  

The following items have been previously discussed with NFA, and we are seeking confirmation that NFA 

sees no issues with these items, as well as the operation and layout of the platform overall.  

You can access a beta version of the platform to test the functionality, see disclaimers and disclosures, 

etc. here: http://attain.tradingmotion.com/ and we have created several test logins for you: 

User  Pass 

DEMO15 8243 

DEMO16 1589 

DEMO17 3986 

DEMO18 5958 

 

Items previously discussed: 

1.  The IBs or FCMs white labeled version of the platform will be considered their promotional 

material - and they will be responsible for insuring it is not misleading or otherwise violating NFA 

rules.  

2.  The IBs and FCMs can use the tools and reports provided by TradingMotion on the website 

and by Attain upon request as their support for the promotional material and to meet their 

general review and supervision requirements, including support for insuring the hypothetical 

trade prices shown are not materially different than what is being achieved by clients and that 

the combined performance for a client as shown on the platform is not materially different than 

what is shown on their monthly statement.  

3. As long as is all properly disclosed - there are no problems with Attain invoicing FCMs for fees 

due from clients for trading software accessed on the platform (the $39 monthly fee to trade xyz 

system, for example), Attain receiving the payment from the FCM, then Attain settling up with 

third parties who have licensed the software to TradingMotion, either by direct payment or 

payment to TradingMotion.  

http://attain.tradingmotion.com/


4. the platform can operate at the FCM level via a user agreement, and need not be ‘letter of 

direction’ based, as it is customer driven and customer operated with the customer choosing 

which models to trade, when to trade them, and when to start/stop; and there is no broker 

involvement (no broker placement of trades) 

5. Attain has the responsibility to supervise the platform and TradingMotion’s operation of it to 

insure compliance with NFA interpretive Notice 90-46 

(http://www.nfa.futures.org/nfamanual/NFAManual.aspx?RuleID=9046&Section=9)  But end 

users of the platform (IBs and FCMs) will not have this responsibility, as it will merely be an 

offered platform, and not something they are involved with in terms of operation or the order 

flow/connection to exchanges, etc.  

 

http://www.nfa.futures.org/nfamanual/NFAManual.aspx?RuleID=9046&Section=9


TradingMotion Software/Platform Regulatory Review 

How it works on Backend: 

1. TradingMotion platform is not a standalone Order Routing System. The TradingMotion platform 

sits ‘on top of’ the CQG, CTS, or OEC Direct API (“Direct ORS”) , sending orders via those order 

routing systems.  

 

2. The TradingMotion platform sends orders via the Direct ORS API by logging into the Direct ORS 

FIX API via a ‘superuser’ provided by the FCM, then authenticating each TradingMotion user on 

the TradingMotion platform.  

 

3. From this super-user we get trading rights on all the accounts that have been enabled by the 

FCM. The FCM still has full control over which accounts the super-user can access. So when they 

enable an account for the TradingMotion platform, they will need to add that account on the 

super-user, and remove it when they want to disable TradingMotion platform for each particular 

user (the same process is done by the FCM when enabling an account for CQG or TT, etc). 

 

4. Via the Direct ORS API, using the FIX protocol messaging,  TradingMotion can: 

a. Send new orders (FIX message type D) 

b. Modify existing orders (FIX message type G) 

c. Cancel existing orders (FIX message type F) 

d. Get fill notifications (FIX message type 8) 

e. Get real-time account balance info for doing the balance based risk control (FIX message 

types UAR & UAP) 

f. You can see detailed info of these messages at 

https://develop.cqg.com/qd/documents/CQG%20FIX%20API%20Specification.pdf) 

 

5. When a system order is calculated on the TradingMotion platform: 

a. We validate the signal to confirm it’s compliant with what the system is expected to do. 

(Systems are typically restricted to trade just one product, during certain timeframe, 

open a maximum open positions, etc., so if a system which is only supposed to trade 1 

contract per signal tried to place 3 contracts, the confirmation would fail and no order 

would be placed.) 

b. If the signal is confirmed OK, we check how many clients have that system active on our 

platform and send the system signal (i.e buy at limit price xxx) to the exchange via the 

Direct ORS API, for each client individually. Each client trading a system will get the same 

signal sent for their individual account. 

c. Each fill happens on each particular account. There is no block trading or post 

tradeallocation. 

https://develop.cqg.com/qd/documents/CQG%20FIX%20API%20Specification.pdf


d. We show real time information of all orders and fills for each client under their login on 

the TradingMotion platform. 

 

6. The TradingMotion platform uses the Direct ORS risk protocols. Example, if CQG is setup to not 

allow more than 3 contracts be placed at a time – an order sent from TradingMotion via the 

CQG API via to buy/sell 5 contracts would be ‘rejected’ by CQG, and in turn shown to customer 

as an invalid order.  

 

 

How it works with the FCM: 
 

7. A customer of an FCM/IB wishing to use the TradingMotion platform will have to request access 

from the FCM/IB.  

 

8. The FCM/IB will then have to: 

a.  create a unique, funded futures account for customer 

b.  add that account to the Direct ORS superuser for TradingMotion (allowing for placing of 

orders through the API for that account) 

c. Setup the account’s margin% and commission levels to the levels detailed on each 

individual trading system 

 

9. Once the FCM/IB setup is complete, the FCM/IB will submit a new user request to 

TradingMotion/Attain via email or an online portal to create a username/password on the white 

labeled site, and the TradingMotion login credentials will be emailed to the customer 

 

10. The FCM will sign an agreement with Attain, as the official distributor of the TradingMotion 

platform in the US, to pay a platform fee equal to $1.50, $2, or $2.50 (depending on the market) 

per contract traded through the platform to Attain 

 

 

 



How it works with the Customer: 
 

11. Upon login, the customer will be presented with the TradingMotion User Agreement, which 

among other things, describes: 

a. that TradingMotion SL own the software which runs the platform 

b. that the software is distributed in the US by Attain Capital Mgmt 

c. that Attain Capital will be paid $1.50, $2, or $2.50 (depending on the market) per 

contract traded on the platform 

d. that Attain Capital will invoice the FCM for any trading system license fees incurred by 

the user, and that customer authorizes FCM to payout these fees 

 

12. Once the customer has a login, they can browse through dozens of different trading systems, all 

presented in the manner sent to NFA and reviewed without comment in 2013-CINV-635 

 

13. Once the customer chooses a system he or she wishes to trade, they must first “purchase” a 

license to that system.  

a. The “purchase” of a license is nothing more than agreeing to a set monthly cost 

($160/mo in  this example)  

 

 
 

b. Upon clicking the button listing the price per month to purchase the license, a 

confirmation ‘pop-up’ appears confirming the details of the purchase for the client, and 

again authorizing their FCM to pay Attain upon receiving an invoice for the fees payable 



 
 

c. All of the licenses purchased and active for a user’s account can be viewed by the user 

under the ‘MySYstems/Licenses’ screen: 

 

 
 

 

14. The customer can view any pending orders submitted by the system(s) they have chosen, open 

positions, and P/L of open and closed trades via the ‘Systems’, ‘Fills’, and ‘Orders’ pages.  

 

 



15. At any time, and from any page listing systems – the customer can choose to stop trading a 

system, by clicking  ‘Stop Strategy’ 

 

 
 

a. Clicking ‘Stop Strategy’ will bring up a confirmation ‘pop-up’ which will ask the customer 

how they wish to exit any open positions (exit at market immediately, exit on the next 

system signal, or exit at the end of the day) 

 



How the IB/FCM can use the platform to meet their NFA review 

requirements 
 

16. The listed monthly P/L for each system is ‘clickable’ within the performance report, bringing up 

the day by day profit or loss for each specific month, allowing a reviewer or auditor to verify the 

daily signal results equal the listed monthly total, and in turn the annual totals, and resulting 

stats.  

 
 

17. For further detail, a reviewer or auditor can click on the ‘Trade Log’, to see the specific trade 

prices (‘Hypo Fill Price’) which were generated by the system to result in the specific  session’s 



profit or loss. These trade prices can also be downloaded to an excel file via the excel icon at the 

bottom left, for quick calculations from points earned/lost to dollars earned/lost.    

 
 

18. For trades done on actual accounts – even more detail is provided, including the ‘Average’ fill 

price for each system and trade across all TradingMotion users (across all brokers and FCMs). 

The best and worst price achieved across all customers is provided so clients and reviewers can 

test whether a client is repeatedly the worst fill. The slippage, or difference between the Hypo 

Fill price and ‘Average’ price is also listed, in points. And again, all the data can be downloaded 

to a spreadsheet.  

 

 
 

19. To protect the proprietary nature of how many users are utilizing each system and the platform 

in general –  TradingMotion/Attain intends to provide support for the average fill price across all 

customers outside of the platform, meaning not readily available to any and all users online.  

Any user, FCMs, IB, or NFA can request the support for any average fill price on the platform, 

and tradingmotion/Attain will email a spreadsheet such as the following, detailing the fill prices 

across multiple clients, the average of which is the average price listed on the platform. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ClientFill_Time ClientFill_Volume ClientFill_Price ClientFill_OrdNo ClientFill_TrnNo ExectutingFCM ClientAccountNumber 

04/05/2011 17:00:02 1 7403.5 03ASBY4T2 007ZPF Interdin Bolsa, SV, SA 812784 

04/05/2011 17:00:02 1 7404 03ASBY4T2 007ZPG Interdin Bolsa, SV, SA 812784 

04/05/2011 17:00:04 2 7403.5 A6657-755148 738336 Interdin Bolsa, SV, SA ATT_PF85646-52 

04/05/2011 17:00:04 2 7404 A6619-755147 738339 Interdin Bolsa, SV, SA ATT_PF85670-76 
 

              Average Price =         7403.75 

 

20.  A ‘Broker Portal’ is provided to each IB and FCM utilizing the TradingMotion platform where 

they can monitor the activity and performance of all their clients utilizing the platform.  

 
 

 

21. To review and reconcile actual client performance as seen on the client’s monthly statements 

with what is shown on the TradingMotion platform, an IB or FCM (or auditor) can login as the 

client via the Broker Portal and view the ‘Performance’ tab, which allows the reviewer to see the 

daily profit and loss per market, per system, and overall on any timeframe.  

 



 
 

22. When selecting a specific month, the daily profit and loss for the client across all systems and 

months is shown under ‘My P/L’, with the total P/L given (in this example, $5,865.17) reconciling 

to the total futures profit/loss on the customer’s monthly statement (with any differences being 

due to small differences in currency conversions, as disclosed) 

 
 

a. ‘My P/L’ will list the USD converted daily profit/loss, while a total in each currency will 

be listed at the bottom of the table for any trading done in Euros via Eurex.  

 

b. Disclosure: The profit and loss (P/L) amounts above are provided as a convenience to 

you, but should not be considered apart from your official daily and monthly account 

statement from the clearing firm(s) which processes your trades and holds your money. 

Your official statements from the clearing firm includes disclosures and definitions not 

provided herein, and may use conversion rates which differ from those listed above. The 

profit and loss (P/L) shown here is derived from your activity on this platform only, and 



does not sync with your balances at the clearing firm to reflect all activity in the account. 

 

 

23. The ‘Performance’ tab also allows clients and reviewers at the IB/FCM/NFA to view how a client 

has performed (‘My P/L’) in relation to the system (‘Hypo P/L’) for cases when the client had the 

system active for the entire day (‘Trading Diff’) and for cases when the client started or stopped 

the system during the day (‘Start/Stop Diff’), also listing the number of ‘Start/Stops’ per day.  

 

 
 

a. The client acknowledges in the User Agreement that their actions may cause substantial 

differences between the system and their account: 

 

“Users may start and stop ATS as frequently or infrequently as they desire, and user 

hereby acknowledges that the performance in their account may differ substantially 

from the listed performance of ATS they activate/deactivate, depending on the 

timing of such activations/deactivations and whether that timing resulted in certain 

profitable/unprofitable being realized or not realized for user’s account. 

 

24. Clicking on any of the start/stop numbers listed for each day will pull up a log of what actions 

the user took in deviating from the system (i.e. close open position, stop system, reactivate) 

 

 
 



Attain / Trading Motion Relationship/registrations 
 

25. TradingMotion SL is the creator and owner of the TradingMotion software. It is a Spanish 

company wholly owned by Jon Berrojalbiz. 

 

26. TradingMotion, LLC is a US company wholly owned by Jon Berrojalbiz, which licenses the English 

language version of the TradingMotion software from TradingMotion, SL.  

 

27. Jon Berrojalbiz is a part owner of Attain Capital Management, an NFA member, and registered 

principal of Attain Capital Management.  

 

28. Attain Capital Management is a registered IB 

 

29. TradingMotion is a dba of Attain Capital Management 

30. Neither TradingMotion SL, TradingMotion, LLC, nor Attain is advising on the value or advisability 

of buying or selling futures. They are collectively providing a front end piece of software 

enabling the client to buy and sell futures via algorithms the client chooses.   

31. Neither TradingMotion SL, TradingMotion, LLC, nor Attain is exercising trading authority over a 

customer’s account, and none are giving advice based upon knowledge of or tailored to 

customer’s particular commodity interest account, trading activity, or similar types of 

information.  

32. Neither TradingMotion SL, TradingMotion, LLC, nor Attain is holding itself out as a CTA 

 

33. Attain Capital pays TradingMotion, LLC a license fee equal to 50% of its monthly net revenues 

attributable to the TradingMotion platform fees 

 

34. Attain Capital pays TradingMotion, LLC a license fee equal to 90% of its monthly net revenues 

attributable to the TradingMotion license fees 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


